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WEEK 1 The Future Of Trucking Business In India: Overview & Trends [2022 Updated Statistics]

21-Mar Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 10 AM Blog - 1
DOC LINK IMG LINK

Medium 9 - 11 AM Blog - 1

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 1

The Logistics industry, which moves around goods worth 5% of India's GDP, is one of the most prominent sectors in India.

🚛 Trucking moves most of the goods and connects the end consumers to the manufacturers.

However, even with a growth of 15% every year, there are a few problems in the trucking industry:

— The growing shortage of truck drivers
— Increasing energy consumption by freight transport
— Neverending paperwork and highly fragmented system with local players and cut-throat competition 

…and many more. 

We dive deep into these issues in the trucking industry in India and how we can solve them.

Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#freight #india #logistics #trucking #RAAHO

—

22-Mar Tuesday

LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Snip - 1

The Logistics industry, which moves around goods worth 5% of India's GDP, is one of the most prominent sectors in India.

🚛 Trucking moves most of the goods and connects the end consumers to the manufacturers.

However, even with a growth of 15% every year, there are a few problems in the trucking industry:

— The growing shortage of truck drivers
— Increasing energy consumption by freight transport
— Neverending paperwork and highly fragmented system with local players and cut-throat competition 

…and many more. 

We dive deep into these issues in the trucking industry in India and how we can solve them.

Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#freight #india #logistics #trucking #RAAHO

—

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 1

🚛 Trucking moves most of the goods and connects the end consumers to the manufacturers.

However, even with a growth of 15% every year, there are a few problems in the trucking industry:

— The growing shortage of truck drivers
— Increasing energy consumption by freight transport
— Neverending paperwork and highly fragmented system with local players and cut-throat competition 

…and many more. 

We dive deep into these issues in the trucking industry in India and how we can solve them.

Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#freight #india #logistics #trucking #RAAHO

—

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LXPDmm3OpKKVco47Y05d5oTAcfg906BkLUiSWp-yPWM/edit#heading=h.1ahvh7txekvd
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1x3agd9OkN0hMyjN2nzve4RXcZ09qCRP5
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23-Mar Wednesday Twitter 12 - 3 PM Blog Snip - 1

The Logistics industry moves around goods worth 5% of India's GDP. It is one of the most prominent sectors in India.

🚛 Trucking moves most of the goods and connects the end consumers to the manufacturers.

However…

[1/2]

Even with 15% growth yearly, there are a few problems in the trucking industry:

— The growing shortage of truck drivers

— Increasing energy consumption by freight transport

— Neverending paperwork & highly fragmented system with local players and cut-throat competition

[2/2]

…and many more.

We dive deep into these issues in the trucking industry in India and how we can solve them.

Read more ➡ [insert link]

#freight #india #logistics #trucking #RAAHO

—

24-Mar Thursday

LinkedIn (Profile) 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 1

Worth ~ ₹11 lakh crore, the Trucking & Logistics industry is one of the fastest growing industries in India with a growth rate of 7% 🚛

However, like every industry, things need to be regulated and improved in this much fragmented industry. This has prompted the government to take steps to improve infrastructure, policies, and technologies. 

Learn more about these changes in our blog 🤔
➡ [Link in comments]

#logistics #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 1

Worth ~ ₹11 lakh crore, the Trucking & Logistics industry is one of the fastest growing industries in India with a growth rate of 7% 🚛

However, like every industry, things need to be regulated and improved in this much fragmented industry. This has prompted the government to take steps to improve infrastructure, policies, and technologies. 

Learn more about these changes in our blog 🤔
➡ [Link in comments]

#logistics #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

25-Mar Friday Twitter 11 - 1 PM Blog Promo - 1

🚛 Trucking & Logistics industry is one of the fastest growing industries in India (7% growth rate)

But, things need to be regulated in this much fragmented sector.

Know the steps taken to improve policies & technologies in trucking sector

[insert link]

#logistics #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

26-Mar Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 1

Worth ~ ₹11 lakh crore, the Trucking & Logistics industry is one of the fastest growing industries in India with a growth rate of 7% 🚛

However, like every industry, things need to be regulated and improved in this much fragmented industry. This has prompted the government to take steps to improve infrastructure, policies, and technologies. 

Learn more about these changes in our blog 🤔
➡ [Link in comments]

#logistics #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner
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27-Mar Sunday No Post — — —

WEEK 2 Trucking in India: 5 Major Problems Faced by Truck Fleet Owners [2022]

28-Mar Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 10 AM Blog - 2
DOC LINK IMG LINK

Medium 9 - 11 AM Blog - 2

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 2

🚛 India has over 10M trucks that carry 65% of the goods, yet the trucking industry gets little to no recognition 😲

Despite the massive contribution to the economy, truckers in India still face these problems:

— Poor state of vehicles
Most owners prioritize the short term profits over the long term benefits, neglecting the maintenance.

— Lack of planning
India has over 90,000 km of road network, yet the lack of planning of pit stops leaves truckers in a dilemma and causes inconveniences. 

— Lack of technology
When technology is integrated in most of the sectors, trucking has always been a boring part and hence, the lack of technological advancement is still visible. 

— Neverending paperwork
During transits, truckers have to pass through various checkpoints, each with a different set of paperwork. This alone increases documentations and causes unnecessary delays. 

.

And that's not all. Truckers in India face many more problems that often go unnoticed.

We have highlighted some of them in our blog and discussed how we can solve them with #RAAHO.

Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#india #technology #trucking

—

29-Mar Tuesday

LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Snip - 2

🚛 India has over 10M trucks that carry 65% of the goods, yet the trucking industry gets little to no recognition 😲

Despite the massive contribution to the economy, truckers in India still face these problems:

— Poor state of vehicles
Most owners prioritize the short term profits over the long term benefits, neglecting the maintenance.

— Lack of planning
India has over 90,000 km of road network, yet the lack of planning of pit stops leaves truckers in a dilemma and causes inconveniences. 

— Lack of technology
When technology is integrated in most of the sectors, trucking has always been a boring part and hence, the lack of technological advancement is still visible. 

— Neverending paperwork
During transits, truckers have to pass through various checkpoints, each with a different set of paperwork. This alone increases documentations and causes unnecessary delays. 

.

And that's not all. Truckers in India face many more problems that often go unnoticed.

We have highlighted some of them in our blog and discussed how we can solve them with #RAAHO.

Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#india #technology #trucking

—

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IXhidRIrzWd4GPoWrgckcJy-L1qlN8SgVz5W0w37JYI/edit#heading=h.s2c09h3owh0y
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1x3agd9OkN0hMyjN2nzve4RXcZ09qCRP5
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29-Mar Tuesday

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 2

🚛 India has over 10M trucks that carry 65% of the goods, yet the trucking industry gets little to no recognition 😲

Despite the massive contribution to the economy, truckers in India still face problems — that often go unnoticed.

.

We have highlighted some of them in our blog and discussed how we can solve them with #RAAHO.

Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#india #technology #trucking

—

30-Mar Wednesday Twitter 12 - 3 PM Blog Snip - 2

🚛 India has over 10M trucks that carry 65% of the goods, yet the trucking industry gets little to no recognition 😲

Despite the massive contribution to the economy, truckers in India still face these problems:

🧵

[1/4]

Poor state of vehicles

Most owners prioritize the short term profits over the long term benefits, neglecting the maintenance.

[2/4]

Lack of planning

India has over 90,000 km of road network, yet the lack of planning of pit stops leaves truckers in a dilemma and causes inconveniences.

[3/4]

Lack of technology

When technology is integrated in most of the sectors, trucking has always been a boring part and hence, the lack of technological advancement is still visible.

[4/4]

Neverending paperwork

During transits, truckers have to pass through various checkpoints, each with a different set of paperwork. This alone increases documentations and causes unnecessary delays.

And that's not all. Truckers in India face many more problems that often go unnoticed.

We have highlighted some of them in our blog and discussed how we can solve them with #RAAHO.

Read more ➡ [Insert Link]

#india #technology #trucking

—
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31-Mar Thursday

LinkedIn (Profile) 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 2

🚛 The trucking industry is the backbone of Indian economy. Being aware of the problems faced by truck owners and truck drivers is the first step towards solving those issues.

In this blog, we explore the topic in detail and arrive at a resolution. Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#trucking #india #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 2

🚛 The trucking industry is the backbone of Indian economy. Being aware of the problems faced by truck owners and truck drivers is the first step towards solving those issues.

In this blog, we explore the topic in detail and arrive at a resolution. Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#trucking #india #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

1-Apr Friday Twitter 11 - 1 PM Blog Promo - 2

🚛 The trucking industry is the backbone of Indian economy. Being aware of the problems faced by truck owners and truck drivers is the first step towards solving those issues.

In this blog, we explore the topic in detail and arrive at a resolution. Read more ➡ [Insert Link]

#trucking #india #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

2-Apr Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 2

🚛 The trucking industry is the backbone of Indian economy. Being aware of the problems faced by truck owners and truck drivers is the first step towards solving those issues.

In this blog, we explore the topic in detail and arrive at a resolution. Read more ➡ [Link in comments]

#trucking #india #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

3-Apr Sunday No Post — — —
WEEK 3 How Trucking Managament Software Can Boost Supply Chain [2022]

4-Apr Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 10 AM Blog - 3
DOC LINK IMG LINK

Medium 9 - 11 AM Blog - 3

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 3

🚛 Struggling with managing your trucking logistics business? “Trucking Management Software” is the solution!

.

⚠ WHAT?
TMS is a specialized software made for the Logistics industry to make supply chain management more efficient. 

⚠ WHY?
It is used for managing the day to day operations and optimizing the flow of goods from one place to another.

⚠ KNOW MORE!?
Read on to know how TMS can boost your trucking logistics business!

➡ [Link in comments]

#business #software #logistics #trucking #supplychainmanagement #RAAHO

—

5-Apr Tuesday

LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Snip - 3

🚛 Struggling with managing your trucking logistics business? “Trucking Management Software” is the solution!

.

⚠ WHAT?
TMS is a specialized software made for the Logistics industry to make supply chain management more efficient. 

⚠ WHY?
It is used for managing the day to day operations and optimizing the flow of goods from one place to another.

⚠ KNOW MORE!?
Read on to know how TMS can boost your trucking logistics business!

➡ [Link in comments]

#business #software #logistics #trucking #supplychainmanagement #RAAHO

—

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AYHErAE-aVYEHxWEN4mkPMFIBukoYN0aYqUNm_7wnkA/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1x3agd9OkN0hMyjN2nzve4RXcZ09qCRP5
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5-Apr Tuesday

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 3

🚛 Struggling with managing your trucking logistics business? “Trucking Management Software” is the solution!

.

⚠ WHAT?
TMS is a specialized software made for the Logistics industry to make supply chain management more efficient. 

⚠ WHY?
It is used for managing the day to day operations and optimizing the flow of goods from one place to another.

⚠ KNOW MORE!?
Read on to know how TMS can boost your trucking logistics business!

➡ [Link in comments]

#business #software #logistics #trucking #supplychainmanagement #RAAHO

—

6-Apr Wednesday Twitter 12 - 3 PM Blog Snip - 3

🚛 Struggling with managing your trucking logistics business

“Trucking Management Software” is the solution!

🧵 

[1/3]
⚠ WHAT?

TMS is a specialized software made for the Logistics industry to make supply chain management more efficient.

[2/3]
⚠ WHY?

It is used for managing the day to day operations and optimizing the flow of goods from one place to another.

[3/3]
⚠ KNOW MORE!?

Read on to know how TMS can boost your trucking logistics business! ➡ [Insert link]

#business #software #logistics #trucking #supplychainmanagement #RAAHO

—

7-Apr Thursday

LinkedIn (Profile) 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 3

🚛 Why your business needs Trucking Management Software (TMS)? 

1. Make supply chain management smoother
2. Gain a wider visibility over daily operations
3. Ensure your shipments move with proper compliance
4. Distribute the workload and streamline the process for all the partners 
5. Improve transparency in the processes

Wanna know more? Read more in our blog ➡ [Link in comments]

#business #software #supplychainmanagement #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner
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7-Apr Thursday

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 3

🚛 Why your business needs Trucking Management Software (TMS)? 

1. Make supply chain management smoother
2. Gain a wider visibility over daily operations
3. Ensure your shipments move with proper compliance
4. Distribute the workload and streamline the process for all the partners 
5. Improve transparency in the processes

Wanna know more? Read more in our blog ➡ [Link in comments]

#business #software #supplychainmanagement #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

8-Apr Friday Twitter 11 - 1 PM Blog Promo - 3

🚛 Why your business needs Trucking Management Software (TMS)?

1. Make supply chain management smoother
2. Gain a wider visibility over daily operations
3. Ensure your shipments move with proper compliance

Read more in our blog ➡ [Insert Link]

#trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

9-Apr Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 3

🚛 Why your business needs Trucking Management Software (TMS)? 

1. Make supply chain management smoother
2. Gain a wider visibility over daily operations
3. Ensure your shipments move with proper compliance
4. Distribute the workload and streamline the process for all the partners 
5. Improve transparency in the processes

Wanna know more? Read more in our blog ➡ [Link in comments]

#business #software #supplychainmanagement #trucking #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

10-Apr Sunday No Post — — —
WEEK 4 Green Logistics in India: 8 Ways To Make Trucking More Sustainable

11-Apr Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 10 AM Blog - 4
DOC LINK IMG LINK

Medium 9 - 11 AM Blog - 4

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 4

😲 Did you know? — The transport industry accounts for more than 35% of CO2 emissions. However necessary, these activities are causing a major problem for the environment. 

♻ With the rising demand for green energy, the future looks bleak for normal truckers. 

So, what's the solution?

Read our blog to understand how we can tackle the situation ➡ [Link in comments]

#environment #transport #greenenergy #sustainability #RAAHO

—

12-Apr Tuesday

LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Snip - 4

😲 Did you know? — The transport industry accounts for more than 35% of CO2 emissions. However necessary, these activities are causing a major problem for the environment. 

♻ With the rising demand for green energy, the future looks bleak for normal truckers. 

So, what's the solution?

Read our blog to understand how we can tackle the situation ➡ [Link in comments]

#environment #transport #greenenergy #sustainability #RAAHO

—

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 4

😲 Did you know? — The transport industry accounts for more than 35% of CO2 emissions. However necessary, these activities are causing a major problem for the environment. 

♻ With the rising demand for green energy, the future looks bleak for normal truckers. 

So, what's the solution?

Read our blog to understand how we can tackle the situation ➡ [Link in comments]

#environment #transport #greenenergy #sustainability #RAAHO

—

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yxD0J-VYcv0uQ7P81NAtd5Ecsj-9iRuJdWLIOkfJ1pw/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1x3agd9OkN0hMyjN2nzve4RXcZ09qCRP5
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13-Apr Wednesday Twitter 12 - 3 PM Blog Snip - 4

😲 The transport industry accounts for more than 35% of CO2 emissions. However necessary, these activities are causing a major problem for the environment.

♻ With the rising demand for green energy, the future looks bleak for normal truckers.

The solution? ➡ [Insert Link]

#sustainability #RAAHO

—

14-Apr Thursday

LinkedIn (Profile) 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 4

♻ At a time when the carbon effects are clearly visible on the environment, the need of the hour is: SUSTAINABILITY ♻

🚛 Here's how the trucking industry can become more sustainable:

— Optimize truck loading
Gain maximum profits by carrying an optimized truck load. 

— Electric trucks & solar-powered vehicles
Most trucks run on diesel, which releases 13% more CO2 in the environment. This can be capped by using green trucks. 

— Sustainable warehouses
Maintain a cost-effective and efficient state of operations by having warehouses that consume less energy.

— Digital inventory management
Keep track of the inventories using integrated software that increases operation efficiency.

— Route planning
Leverage data and plan routes in such a way that decreases the travel time and increases on time deliveries. 

Wanna know more about sustainable trucking? ➡ [Link in comments]

#sustainability #environment #trucking #greenenergy #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

Facebook 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 4

♻ At a time when the carbon effects are clearly visible on the environment, the need of the hour is: SUSTAINABILITY ♻

🚛 Wanna know more about sustainable trucking? ➡ [Link in comments]

#sustainability #environment #trucking #greenenergy #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner
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15-Apr Friday Twitter 11 - 1 PM Blog Promo - 4

♻ At a time when the carbon effects are clearly visible on the environment, the need of the hour is: SUSTAINABILITY ♻

🚛 Here's how the trucking industry can become more sustainable:

[A thread 🧵]

[1/5]

— Optimize truck loading

Gain maximum profits by carrying an optimized truck load.

[2/5]

— Electric trucks & solar-powered vehicles

Most trucks run on diesel, which releases 13% more CO2 in the environment. This can be capped by using green trucks.

[3/5]

— Sustainable warehouses

Maintain a cost-effective and efficient state of operations by having warehouses that consume less energy.

[4/5]

— Digital inventory management

Keep track of the inventories using integrated software that increases operation efficiency.

[5/5]

— Route planning

Leverage data and plan routes in such a way that decreases the travel time and increases on time deliveries.

.

Wanna know more about sustainable trucking? ➡ [Link in comments]

#sustainability #environment #trucking #greenenergy #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner
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16-Apr Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 4

♻ At a time when the carbon effects are clearly visible on the environment, the need of the hour is: SUSTAINABILITY ♻

🚛 Here's how the trucking industry can become more sustainable:

— Optimize truck loading
Gain maximum profits by carrying an optimized truck load. 

— Electric trucks & solar-powered vehicles
Most trucks run on diesel, which releases 13% more CO2 in the environment. This can be capped by using green trucks. 

— Sustainable warehouses
Maintain a cost-effective and efficient state of operations by having warehouses that consume less energy.

— Digital inventory management
Keep track of the inventories using integrated software that increases operation efficiency.

— Route planning
Leverage data and plan routes in such a way that decreases the travel time and increases on time deliveries. 

Wanna know more about sustainable trucking? ➡ [Link in comments]

#sustainability #environment #trucking #greenenergy #RAAHO

Use same graphic as blog banner

17-Apr Sunday No Post — — —
PERFORMANCE 
REVIEW


